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Main body of the paper 
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The submission stage 
The web-based submission (and resubmission), in cluding 
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The member of the Editorial Board or the Editor-in-Chief 
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Electronic submission 
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° the line strength should be greater than 0.3 pt (or 
higher if the figure needs scaling), 

° bitmap format such as PDF, TIFF, BMP, PNG and 
JPG are acceptable but they need to be transformed 
into EPS format in the production procedure. Bitmap 
images may present qual ity problems in the production 
of the printed version of the journal due to low 
resolution. For this reason black and white graphics 
files should have a resolution of at least 600 dpi and 
greyscale graphics files of at least 300 dpi. 

For extended instructions on how to prepare graphics 
please contact the Editorial and Production Office. 

The proof correction stage 
•	 Once proofs are ready, an e-mail will inform the authors 

on how to download them. 
•	 Authors are asked to carefully check the proofs by 

following the guidelines for corrections they re ceive 
with the e-mail. They should keep in mind that the 
aim of proofreading is to correct errors that may have 
occurred during the production. Therefore they should 
particularly check complete ness of text, equation breaks, 
figures, tables and references. 
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modification of the text or mathematical formulas alte-
ring the content of the accepted ver sion of the paper 
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•	 The author has the final responsibility for the 
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Offprints 
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Copyright transfer 
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Open access publishing 
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Policy on publishing integrity 
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cases of misconduct. 

Research data policy 
EPJ E strongly encourages that all datasets on which the 
conclusions of the paper rely should be available to readers 
and that the authors should provide a state ment of data 
availability in their article, in which they describe where the 
relevant data can be found. Please click here for more details 
and information on recom mended repositories. 

The acceptance stage 
In the case that the files have not been sent with the revised 
version, and before sending the official letter of acceptance, 
the Editorial Office will ask for the final electronic file 
(LaTEX, TEX, Word) of the paper corresponding exactly to 
the pdf accepted by the editor. 
Authors are informed that any missing element in an 
accepted article (electronic file of the text or of the figures) 
will delay the publication date. The Editorial Office will 
keep the paper on a waiting list until all missing material is 
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File formats 
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LaTEX2e with the EPJ class. In this case, authors are 
requested to carefully follow the instructions detailed in the 
documentation and to adhere as much as pos sible to the 
rules given in the section How to pre pare a manuscript. 
The macro package is available at www.epj.org. 
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variant of LaTEX and Word files.
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(CM) standard fonts). In any case, the AMS-LaTEX package, 
that defines several envi ronments for creating multiline 
display equations, may be used. For manuscripts prepared 
with Word authors should be aware that only the text will 
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Figures 
Remember that figures should be in separate files, and that 
no unnecessary text material (captions, fig ure numbers, 
author name, frames, etc.) should be included. The 
preferred macro package for including EPS graphics files is 
the LaTEX “graphicx” package. 

•	 Vector Encapsulated Postscript (EPS) are wel come, 
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° use standard fonts (Times, Helvetica, Courier, 
Symbol) and include them with the option saved 
“with fonts included” in the EPS file, 
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•	 Letters, numbers and symbols should have uniform 
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Graphical abstract 
EPJE features a graphical abstract that contains a graphic 
presentation for each published articles on www.epj.org, 
in addition to the title and author list. Before acceptance, 
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with the paper title, is meant to convey the essence of 
the work and capture the reader’s attention. Please note 
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